1. Cups
   Little Snow-White  The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)
   Row of cups on a table

2. Humps
   The Frog-King, or Iron Henry  The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)
   Frog hopping

3. Peaks and Valleys
   Hosni the Dreamer by Ehud Ben-Ezer
   Mountains

4. Cups and Humps
   Little Red-Cap  The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)
   Her wandering path through the meadow picking flowers

5. Cups and Humps Intertwined
   The Three Spinners  The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)
   Fingers and toes

6. Diamonds
   The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses by Paul Goble
   Reflections

7. Peaks and Valleys Intertwined
   The Talking Eggs by Robert San Souci
   Diamond necklace

8. Little Loops
   The Way to Start a Day by Bryd Baylor
   Prayers rising to the sun
9. Upside-Down Little Loops
   Hänsel and Gretel
   Dropping pebbles
   The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)

10. Loops and Cups
    Rumpelstiltskin
    Hopping and skipping
    The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)

11. Upside-Down Loops and Cups
    The Rainbow Goblins by Ul de Rico
    Roots hanging from the ceiling
    The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)

12. Reflection
    The Treasure by Uri Shulevitz
    He walked all the way there and then walked all the way back

13. Flowing Water (Ripples)
    The Goose-Girl
    Handkerchief floated away on the stream
    The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)

14. Ocean Waves
    The Fisherman and His Wife
    Waves in the sea
    The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)

15. Double Waves
    The Little Peasant
    People jumping in the water after the Mayor
    The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)

16. Castle Tops
    Rapunzel
    The top of her tower
    The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)

17. Big and Little Loops
    Mother Holle
    Shaking the feather quilt gently and harder
    The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)

18. Big Loop – Castle Top
    The Hare and the Hedgehog
    The hare ran all the way, the hedgehog only ran a few paces each time
    The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)
19. Loop the Loop
   The Queen Bee
   The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)
   The ants searching and bringing him pearls

20. Swinging Bridge
   The Three Billy Goats Gruff by Paul Galdone
   Troll bridge

21. Upside-Down Little and Big Loops
   The Star Money
   The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)
   Money falling from the sky

22. Little Loop – Propeller
   The Three Feathers
   The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)
   One went to the east, one went to the west, one went up and then down again

23. Teepees
   The Legend of the Bluebonnet by Tomie de Paola
   Native American tipis

24. Teepees and Humps for Balance
   Little Briar-Rose
   The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales (Pantheon ed.)
   Thorny hedge

25. Spirals
   The Mountains of Tibet by Mordecai Gerstein
   Galaxies